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 Norway is located in Scandinavia. It has one of 

the longest and most rugged coastlines in the 

world. Norway has a population of about 5      

million. Norway is famous for its astonishing 

fjords. This book is for the people who want to 

travel to Norway as backpackers. The book        

introduces the basic information of Norway such 

as transportations the landscapes that worth to 

visit. 
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Holiday 
Holiday:  

1 January —  New Year’s Day  

17 May — National Independence Day  

25 December — Christmas  

Capital: Oslo 

Languages: Norwegian 

Population: 4,620,000 

Climate: Multiple climate 

Time: GMT+2  

 

 

Innovation Norway 

Visit Norway               

department 

P.O. Box 448 Sentrum 

N-0158 Oslo, Norway 

Phone: +47 22 00 25 00  
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● (700 - 800) Viking Age began 

● (1261) Greenland and Iceland formed union with Norway 

● (1660) Peace of Copenhagen established   boundaries of 

Denmark, Sweden, Norway 

● (1814) Norway's Constitution signed; Denmark ceded 

Norway to Sweden 

● (1825) First immigrants left Norway for America 

● (1884) Parliamentary system established 

● (1918) Women gained right to vote 

● (1939) World War II began; Norway remained neutral 

● (1960's) Oil and gas deposits discovered in North Sea 

● (1971) North Sea oil production began 

● (1981) Gro Harlem Brundtlandt became first female 

prime minister of Norway 

● (1994) Voters rejected membership in EU; Winter     

Olympic games held in Lillehammer 

History Note 
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Currency 

Paper money 

Coin  

1 NOK ≒ 3.7 NTD 

1 USD ≒ 8.13 NOK 

1 USD ≒ 30.17 NTD 

CURRENT EXCHANGE RATE 
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Preparation  

◇ Summer clothing 

◇ Winter clothing 

◇ Jeans 

◇ Thick socks 

◇ Personal medicine 

◇ Passport 

◇ Transformer 

◇ Visa 

◇ Money 
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Transportation 
 Norway has an extremely efficient public transport 

system and its trains, buses and ferries are often timed 

to link with each other.  

 The handy NSB Togruter, available free at most 

train stations, details rail timetables and includes        

information on connecting buses.  
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 Boat and bus departures vary with the season 

and the day (services on Saturday are particularly 

sparse, although less so in the summer high season), 

so pick up the latest ruteplan (timetables) from      

regional tourist offices.  
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Surrounded by mountains and the sea, 

this compact, cultured, caring and fun 

city is Europe's fastest-growing capital. 
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Aker Brygge Wharf 
 Popular area along the inner harbor with restaurants, 

shopping, apartments and office buildings. At street level 
Aker Brygge a vibrant commercial district, and the large 

open-air areas and indoor shopping street are often used 
for photo exhibitions, concerts and pop-up events for 

fashion, art and culture. 

 When the sun is shining, Aker Brygge is teeming 

with people day and night. The pedestrian area along 
the waterfront is lined with restaurants with great views 

of the marina and the Oslo Fjord.  
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Oslo Opera House 

Please walk on the roof 

 “In Norway, climbing mountains feels like the most 

natural thing to do — so why shouldn’t this also apply 
to buildings?” The Norwegian nature is free for         

everyone to walk in, and The Oslo Opera House, which 

opened in 2008, was built as an extension to this idea.  
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 This structure made for walking also offers an     

unexpectedly cool sit-down experience. Throughout the 
year, The Oslo Opera House hosts a large variety of   

outdoor plays, concerts and other events. As a bonus, 
the structure of the building has given the waterfront 

back to citizens and visitors. 
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The Viking Ship Museum 

 Museum on the Bygdøy peninsula with the 

world's best-preserved Viking ships and finds from 

Viking tombs around the Oslo Fjord. The Viking Ship 

Museum shows discoveries from the Gokstad,      

Oseberg and Tune ships, plus small boats, sledges, a 

beautiful cart, tools, textiles and household utensils. 
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Two museums in the same ticket: Use your ticket 

from the Viking Ship Museum to get free entry to 

Historical Museum within 48 hours.  
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Vigeland Sculpture Park 

 Sculpture park in the Frogner Park with more 

than 200 sculptures by Gustav Vigeland (1869–1943) 
in bronze, granite and cast iron. Vigeland was also  

responsible for the design and architectural outline of 
the park, which is one of Norway's top tourist         
attractions, with more than one million annual      

visitors. 

THE PARK IS FREE TO ENTER AT ALL 

TIMES, ALL YEAR ROUND.  
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Norsk  Folkemuseum 

Norwegian museum of cultural history 

 One of the world's oldest and largest open-air     

museums, with 155 traditional houses from all parts of 
Norway and a stave church from the year 1200.The   

museum also has indoor exhibits with traditional    
handicraft items, folk costumes, Sami culture, weapons, 
toys, pharmaceutical history and changing exhibitions. 

In summer the open-air museum offers freshly-baked 
lefsa, horse and carriage rides, feeding of the animals, 

guided tours, handicraft demonstrations and much 

more. 
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 Starting life as a fish shop and smokery, 

Fiskeriet built its reputation on selling the finest 

fish and seafood that Olso has to offer. The  

matbaren (a small cafe) was an extraordinarily 

successful addition for lunchtime treats; pick 

from a seasonal menu of mussels, fish stews, 

oysters, and sashimi and perch at the wooden 

bar. However, the dish that is most in demand 

is good old fish-n-chips made with haddock in 

beer batter and served with crispy fries plus a 

lashing of homemade tartar sauce. It's just the 

job when washed down by beer or a smooth 

white wine. 

Fiskeriet Youngstorget 
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Clarion collection hotel bastions: 

 The Clarion Collection Hotel Bastion in Oslo has a 

fabulous character, unique design and personal           
atmosphere. At the Clarion Collection Hotel Bastion, 

you can start the day with a nutritious breakfast. You 
are also able to enjoy our daily Afternoon Sweets, and 
in the evening they serve their Evening Meal featuring 

hot food, salad and soup. 

Phone: +47 22 47 77 00 

E-mail cc.bastion@choice.no 

Skippergata 7, 0152 Oslo, Norway 
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 Oslo Pass gives you free admission to museums 

and sights, free travel on public transport and 

discounts on sightseeing, restaurants and activities. 

 This is your ticket to the city! The pass is valid for 
24, 48 or 72 hours, and you can get it either as a 
paper ticket or in the Oslo Pass App for Android or 

iOS. 

Prices in 2017 

 Adults  

(ages 16-66) 

Children  

(ages 4-15) 

Seniors  

(ages 67+) 

24 hours  NOK 395  NOK 210  NOK 315  

48 hours  NOK 595  NOK 295  NOK 475  

72 hours  NOK 745  NOK 370  NOK 595  

Oslo Pass 
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Sun-starved Norwegians do flock to this 

charming big town in the summer, and 

there's a petite town beach and flash marina, 

but it tends to serve as a gateway to the 

villages of Norway's southern coast and the 

inland region of Setesdalen. 
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Dyreparken 

 Kristiansand Zoo - Dyreparken - is situated only 11 

km (6 miles) east of Kristiansand. It consists of several 
parks combined; a zoo and an entertainment park with 

different theme areas, as well as the wet world 
"Badelandet" - "a park in the park" - where you need 

an additional ticket. 

Summer time NOK500 for one person. 

NOK 600 (price for July)- access to both zoo 

and amusement park. 
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Ravnedalen Valley Nature Park 

 A vigorous and "mystical" nature park beneath the 

precipitous Ravneheia. The heath, lake and pair of 

swans are distinctive features. 

 During the summer months there are frequent   
concerts, festivals and theatre productions. Ravnedalen 

is open all year round. 
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Kilden Performing Arts Centre 
 Kilden is Southern Norway’s cultural powerhouse, 

moving and enthusing audiences. With a gross area of 
16,500 square meters.    Inside you will find four unique 

venues. Among them the Concert Hall (1170 seats), this 
is one of Scandinavia’s finest concert halls with state-of-

the-art acoustic technology. 
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Jazz at Fisebrygga  

 Free jazz concert at Fiskebrygga - The Fish Quay - 

in Kristiansand every Saturday this   summer. The lively 
fish pier is an experience in itself! Try local specialties 

like shrimp or      mussels directly from the fishmonger 
or at one of the many restaurants in the area. At     
Reinhartsen, they served homemade fishcakes and 

"pirate burger". 
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Clarion Hotel Ernst 

Clarion Hotel Ernst is the perfect choice for 

a conference in the center of Kristiansand. 
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 Clarion Hotel Ernst is in central Kristiansand. You'll 

find it just a few steps from the Marken pedestrian area 
and from here you'll be within walking distance of     

Bystranda beach, Fiskebrygga fish market, Odderoya   
island and the Kilden Performing Arts Centre. The train    
station and bus terminal are just a few blocks from the 

hotel, and the airport bus takes you straight from Kjevik 

Airport. 

Booking two months before will be cheaper.  

(NTW5105 for one double room) 

The price is including breakfast. 
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Bergen is Norway's second largest city. You 

can roam through living history in this   

modern city, before continuing to explore 

the wildest and loveliest fjords of Norway. 
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Funicular 
 From Fløyen you can take the funicular back down 

to the city center or walk down, amongst old wooden 
houses, narrow alleyways and cobbled streets. The 

walk will take you about 45 minutes. 

Fjords of Norway 
 Bergen is the Gateway to the Fjords of Norway and 

offers a number of day trips to both the Sognefjord and 

Hardangerfjord. 
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Bryggen 
 Bryggen was built after the great fire in 1702 and is 

included on UNESCO's World Heritage List. The very 
first buildings in Bergen were situated at Bryggen, 

which has been a vibrant and important area of the city 

for many centuries. 
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 Bryggen is very much a living part of the  cultural 

heritage that is still in active use in this historical area of 
the city. Today, there are several attractions in the area, 

from the Fish Market to Bergenhus Fortress and there 
are many cafés, restaurants and shops to choose from. 

Many of the shops sell traditional and unique crafts. 
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Galleriet Shopping Center 

 It is in Torgallmenningen. The nice shopping center 

in Bergen. Galleriet is one of the most centrally located 
shopping centres in Bergen, with more than 70 shops 

covering most needs. You will find everything from 
clothes and books to eating places, a pharmacy and art 

gallery.  
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Radisson Blu Royal Hotel 
 The hotel is a natural starting point for experiencing 

the city sights and its cultural treasures. Explore the old 
wooden alleyways in Bryggen, visit the colourful Fish 

Market and take the Fløibanen Funicular to the top to 
enjoy the spectacular view over the city between the   

seven mountains. 

6485NTW per night for a double room. 

The price is including breakfast. 
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Fish Market in Bergen 

 Fish Market in Bergen is one of Norway's most    

visited outdoors markets. The Fish Market has a         
location in the heart of the city between the fjords and 

Bergen's 7 mountains. The Fish Market in Bergen has 
since the 1200s been a meeting place for merchants and 

fishermen. 
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Bergen Card  

 Adults  Student  

 Seniors 

24 hours  NOK 260  NOK 208 

48 hours  NOK 340 NOK 272 

72 hours  NOK 410 NOK 328  

 Get free entry or 

discounted admission to 

museums and attractions, 

events or sightseeing tours.  

Travel for free on busses in 

Bergen and the region. 

 The Bergen light railway 

is also free. If you are arriving 

to Bergen by plane, you can 

use the Bergen Card to travel 

for free with Bergen Light 

Rail to Bergen city center. 

(Total journey time is 

approximately 50 minutes). 

You also get great discounts 

on restaurants and parking.  
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 The vibrant city of Trondheim is 

home to some of Trøndelag’s most 

popular attractions, cozy shopping 

streets and a myriad of restaurants 

and bars offering local specialties. 
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Nidelva 

 The Nidelva River both frames the city    
center of Trondheim and offers good fishing   
opportunities (salmon and trout). The record for 
salmon ' so far ' is 31.8 kg (70 lb).  

 Remember to buy a fishing permit (Axel 

Bruun sports shop, Prinsens gate 30). A 

walk along Nidelva is also recommendable 

for recreation purposes. 
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Nidaros Cathedral 

 It’s the church in Norway where our Saint Olav, the 

King of Norway is buried – he was the King of Norway 
in the 1100th hundred. It’s a very famous church, and 

well worth a visit. It was built in 1070 to 1300. It can 
seat about 1850 people, and historically the Kings of     

Norway receive his crown there and become the King. 
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Rockheim 
 Rockheim is a national museum center of pop and 

rock. The exhibitions use temporary digital media      
diversity as method of presentation. The Rockheim 

building itself is also a visual attraction from the      
outside. The walls glow in shifting colors and patterns 
all night long. The museum gives family discounts, it 

has a souvenir shop and a restaurant. 

Tuesday - Friday: 11-19 

Saturday and Sunday: 11-18 

Adults: 130 NOK 

Student/senior: 100 NOK 

Children (0 - 15 years): Free 
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Egon trond heim tarnet 

 74 meters above the ground, you can enjoy a meal 

and a view of the city. The restaurant  rotates slowly 
360 degrees, so you can see all of Trondheim in one 

hour. Egon is a local restaurant chain. The menus vary 

from pizza, burger and beef to fish courses. 

Address: Otto Nielsens veg 4, Trondheim 

Phone: +47 73 87 35 00 

 Contact info: 
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Best Western Plus Hotel Bakeriet 

 Located in the middle of historical Trondheim. In the 

near vicinity you will find the train station, the airport 
express bus, the Nidaros Cathedral (10 minutes of    

walking distance) and other dear landmarks of beautiful 

Trondheim. 

3397 TWD per night for a single room.  

The price include breakfast and dinner!! 
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Tromsø 
 The small town of Tromsø bills itself as 

Norway's gateway to the Arctic. There's 

definitely more than a hint of polar    

atmosphere around town. Surrounded by 

chilly fjords and craggy peaks that remain 

snowcapped for much of the year. 
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Polaria 

 Housed in a very distinctive building that represents 

ice floes that have been pressed up on land by the rough 
seas of the Arctic, you will discover Polaria, just five 

minutes walk from the center of Tromsø. Polaria has an 
Arctic aquarium, interesting knowledge-based exhibits, 

a panoramic cinema, and a gift and souvenir shop. 
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Sea Kayaking 

 Paddle along the beautiful coast of Northern 

Norway, with the wild mountains around Tromsø. The 

weather will decide where they paddle, but it will be on 

Kvaløya (The Whale Island) very close to Tromsø city. 

You won’t need any previous kayaking experience to 

participate in this event; their guide will give you a basic 

course and help you with everything you need to know. 

 Preparation : 

*extra set of warm clothes  

*light sweater  

(woollen or fleece)  

*warm hat  

*water bottle  

*sunglasses, sun protection  

*dry bag 

*waterproof phone case  

*camera 

*GoPro 
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Open: Daily from 1st of June until 31th of August 

Available: Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

Thursdays and Sundays 

Included: Transport (25 min each way), guide, 

kayaking equipment and clothing 

Duration: 4,5 hours 

Price: 1290,- NOK p. adult 

Age restrictions: From 13 years old 
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Arctic cathedral 
 Modern church architecture. The Arctic Cathedral 

is a daring piece of architecture built in 1965, inspired 

by Arctic nature. The "Return of Christ" glass mosaic   

window dominates the interior. Summer concerts.The 

glass mosaic is one of artist Victor Sparre’s most 

prominent works.  

 It depicts God’s hand from which departs three rays 

of light: one through Jesus, one through a woman and 

one through a man. The glass work contains many   

symbols and generates considerable attention among 

our visitors. 
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Tromso City Apartments 
 This apartment is equipped with 1 bedroom, a living 

room and a fully equipped kitchen with a dishwasher 

and an oven. There is a bathroom with free toiletries. 

 Popular points of interest near Tromsø City      

Apartments include The Polar Museum, The Norwegian 

Fishermen’s Sales Organization and The Art Museum of 

Northern Norway. The nearest airport is "Tromsø, 

Langnes" Airport, 5 km from the it.  

 This property also has one of the best-rated          

locations in Tromsø!  
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Recommendation of 

14-days Journey 

 We design a journey in Norway for two 

weeks. All the information  is at the front 

pages.  
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Taoyuan international airport  

Amsterdam Airport  

Oslo Airport 

Flight company: KML 

 

 

 

 

Booking Hotel: 

Oslo Airport Express 
Train:  

 
Suggest!!    

NTD 44,043; 16hrs 15mins 

Cheapest!!   

NTD 28,778; 30hrs 30mins 

Fastest!!     

NTD 50,291; 15hrs 55 mins 
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NSB: 

Nordic choice hotels: 

FAQ Tickets and  

booking: 

Day1 

Oslo Airport 

Kristandsand Airport  

Flight NTD4150 :  

Faster and it is not 

much more expensive 

than by train. 

50 mins 

Clarion Hotel Ernst  

NTD 5105 for one 

double room  

Suggestion: Rest of the evening, 

you can go to Markens gate 35 

for shopping, relax (100m away 

from the hotel)!!  

Rådhusgata 2, 4664 Kristiansand, 

Norway 

Food suggestion:  

Tilstede Mat og Mer 

Markens gate 29 | 2nd Floor, 

Kristiansand 4611, Norway 
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DAY2 
Dyreparken — Famous zoo in Kristandsand 

Combined ticket:  

NOK600 (price for July) for both zoo and amusement park 

Food suggestion:  

Lanternen - Hamresanden Resort  

Hamresandveien 3, Kristiansand 

 
DAY3  

Clarion Hotel Ernst  

Ravnedalen Vally Nature Park  

Kilden Performing Arts Center  

Food Suggestion:  

Jazz at Fiskebrygga  

Gravane, Kristiansand  

DAY4 

Bus  

10hrs  NOK950=NTD3800  

11hrs  

30 mins  
NOK630=NTD2520  

Bergen  

Radisson Blu Royal Hotel  

Food suggestion:  

Bryggeloftet & Stuene 

Bryggen 11, Bergen 5003 

Clarion Hotel Ernst  
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DAY5  

Radisson Blu Royal Hotel  

Fløyen  

10 minutes walking  

Funicular  

NOK95=NTD342  

for both way  

Bryggen  

Food suggestion:  

26 North Restaurant & Social Club Bergen 

 Bryggen 47, Bergen 5003 

DAY6  

Radisson Blu Royal Hotel  

NOK1670=NTD5750  

for an adult, for night hours  

Fjords  

Food suggestion:  

※ Baker Brun(0.1km away from the hotel) 

Damsgaardsveien 109, Bergen 

※ To Kokker(0.1km away from the hotel)  

Bryggen 29, Bergen 5003 
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DAY7 Radisson Blu Royal Hotel  

Galleriet Shopping Center  

Fish Market  

Torget, 5014 Bergen 

DAY8 

Radisson Blu Royal Hotel  

Bergen busstasjon  

Trondheim S Bus station  

NOK867=NTD3468 

If you by bus in day time 

you can see the beautiful 

coast line in Norway 

Best Western Plus Hotel 
Bakeriet  

TWD 3397 per night for a 

single room. 

 The price includes break-

fast and dinner!! 

Food suggestion:  

Bakgaarden Bar og Spiseri 

Kjoepmannsgata 40, Trondheim 
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DAY9  
Best Western Plus Hotel 
Bakeriet  

Nidaros Cathedral and 
nearby area 

Food suggestion: 

Best Western Plus Hotel  

Bakeriet provide both 

breakfast and dinner! 

Folk & Fe-- Øvre Bakklandet 
66, 7013 Trondheim 

DAY10 

Best Western Plus Hotel 
Bakeriet  

 Nidelva  

Rockheim  

Trondheim Airport 

Tromsø Airport  

Tromsø City Apartments  

1hr30 mins NTD7237  

Food Suggestion: 

Good Food Tromsø 

Sjoegata 16 

DAY11 

Tromsø City Apadrtments  

 Polaria  

Arctic cathedral  

Food suggestion:  

Raketten 

Raketten Storgata 94B, 
Tromso 9008 
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DAY12 

Tromsø City Apartments  

Radisson Blu Hotel at 9.30  

Sea Kayaking  

Radisson Blu Hotel at 14.00  

Tromsø City Apartments  

DAY13  

Food suggestion:  

Fiskekompaniet  

Killengrens gate, Tromso 
9007 

Tromsø City Apartments  

1hr 55 minis NTD6044  
Oslo Airport  

Oslo Airport Express Train  

Oslo S  

Oslo Opera House  

Aker Brygge Wharf  

Vigeland Sculpture Park  

Norsk Folkemuseum  

Clarion collection hotel bastions  

Food suggestion:  

Fiskeriet Youngstorget 

Youngstorget 2b, 0181 Oslo 

Food suggestion: 

Eating in Aker Brygge Wharf 

Aker Brygge 0250 Oslo 

450m away  

DAY14 

Clarion collection hotel 
bastions  

Fiskeriet Youngstorget  

Holmenkollen Zipline  

Relaxing in the Oslo center  

Oslo Airport Express Train  

Oslo Airport 
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